Rick Jennings Named Chief Technology Officer of Virtual Radiologic

MINNEAPOLIS, Minn., April 9, 2007 -- Virtual Radiologic Corp., a leading national provider of teleradiology services, today announced the appointment of Rick Jennings as chief technology officer. In this role, Jennings will be responsible for managing and advancing Virtual Radiologic's industry-leading teleradiology technology platform.

Jennings brings more than 25 years of information technology experience to Virtual Radiologic. Previously, Jennings was president and managing director of Assess IT, a technology management consulting firm he founded that provides IT assessment, validation and security audit services. In this role, Jennings also served as fractional chief technology officer to a number of companies, including Virtual Radiologic.

Jennings has also held numerous management positions, including vice president of client solutions for Electronic Data Systems, vice president and general manager (Western Region) for Computer Sciences Corporation, and various roles with General Dynamics, including managing the company's technology development, integration and outsourcing services.

Mr. Jennings holds a bachelor of science degree in mechanical engineering from the University of Texas at Austin and a master of science degree in management from Stanford University's Graduate School of Business. Jennings has also completed the requirements necessary for the Certified Information Systems Auditor (CISA) designation. CISA is the globally accepted standard of achievement for technology management of software development, infrastructure management, information security and IT controls.

About Virtual Radiologic

Virtual Radiologic Corp. (www.virtualrad.com) improves patient care by providing innovative teleradiology solutions to radiology practices and medical centers throughout the United States. Utilizing market-leading, proprietary workflow technology, Virtual Radiologic physicians perform preliminary and final read interpretations for emergent and non-emergent needs -- day or night, 365 days a year. Virtual Radiologic's American Board of Radiology-certified radiologists are cumulatively licensed in all 50 states. Virtual Radiologic is Joint Commission-certified and serves hundreds of clients supporting 596 medical facilities.